How to Make Day of the Dead Skull Rocks

• Step 1. Gather and organize all of the materials you plan to use when painting your rocks
  • Rocks in the (general) shape of skulls
  • Acrylic Paint or Puffy Paint
  • Paint Brushes
  • Old Newspaper and Clothes (acrylic paint can stain)
  • Optional: Glitter (is this really optional?), Sequins, Mod Podge
• Step 2. Make sure you cover your area well before starting (tables, carpet, etc.)
• Step 3. Paint a white skull shape on your stone and leave to dry
• Step 4: Add your skull’s features (traditional upside down heart for a nose and marigolds, plus spiderwebs), or choose to make them as pretty or scary as possible!
  • Optional: add a layer of Mod Podge, then glitter and/or sequins for some extra sparkle and set anywhere you like!

Video link for help: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stg9ANT2EEs

Be creative! Add an inspirational message on the back and place them in your front yard, around town, in parks and more

Inspiration: